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ACROSS
Work on a newspaper's legal prosecution in 
bed? Just the opposite! (7)

1

Centre of activity is after right feeling of 
superiority (6)

5

Five of nine elements brought back confused 
group (5)

9

Discount split up by professional villain (9)10
Short trip provided by old friend's grass (8)11
Conclusion of press reported in dull 
supplement (6)

12

Outlaw claiming right very much in good 
time (6,3,5)

14

Cold treatment continues awkwardly in social 
event (14)

16

Light beer is finally readily available (6)20
Judicial order, mostly implemented by mine, 
is weak (8)

22

Inexperienced units, losing it, committed 
murder (9)

24

Cook ram's heart in fresh suet (5)25
One leaving doctor's charge is glaring (6)26
Pole secured by reasonable line (7)27

DOWN
Savoury starter of salmon served in 
Polynesian islands (6)

1

Ball game's advertisement is strung across a 
road (9)

2

Eating specific foods can start to grate after 
decline (7)

3

To many primarily involved in leasing, it's 
annoying (10)

4

Stuff screened by flashy people? (4)5
Individual tucking into cheese cake (7)6
Enraged leader not supporting plagiarist (5)7
Cultured man and lady vacated in a peaceful 
manner? (6)

8

Euros invested in dodgy fund finished 
without protection (10)

13

Care organised time in sterile recovery (9)15
Talk about not completing an Olympic event 
(6)

16

One travelling in restored Model-T is ...? (3-
4)

17

Crook superstar, not bearing up, has a heart 
attack (7)

18

"B" should be scored in a quiz ideally (2,4)19
Dosage of diplomat's eardrops may be mixed 
up (2,3)

21

Powerful boat keeled over carrying large 
surplus (4)

23


